


Excelsus Bonsmara 
Stud Est 1998. 

Excelsus Purchases 
Gromer LGB Bonsmara 

Stud. 

Bulls used AG94133. 
HES95390, JCGL121, 
JRB9378 and AGJ8. 

VV0093 “Oscar” pur-
chased from Op die 

Aarde Bonsmara stud. 

EXL08189 “Bisto” 
breeds EXL0439 “Boot” 

and both are used at 
Excelsus 

FCT0282 “Kit” is pur-
chased and takes over 
the Chief herd Sire role 

along with EXL0439. 

HDB0457 “Buffel” is 
imported from Namibia 

from Hans Delog & 
FCT0541 “Tiaan” is 

bought from Kit 
Thompson. 

WAT08305, “Oom 
Paul”LTS06104 

“Gawie”& EXL0769 
“Kyros”,VV08184 

“Fransie” & PAD08146 
“Ruzela” are all used in 

Excelsus Herds.  

   2013 Pilansberg 
Bonsmara Stud merges 
with Excelsus Bonsma-

ras. 

RGR0977 “Red Gate”, 
PLB096 “Ramkat” 

AG10739 “AG” 
EXL1044 “Tai” & 

FCT0282 “Kit” are used 
in 2013 

 

The Excelsus Bull Sale Letter 2017 

 

The last two years for Excelsus has for been for me the most 

exciting! Our Excelsus Simbra herd was very successfully dis-

persed fetching outstanding prices for both bulls and females 

allowing us to concentrate only on our Bonsmara stud herds.  

 

The amalgamation of the Excelsus Bonsmara herd and the 

Pilansberg herd of Piet Du Toit is done and dusted and all the 

Kalahari animals are now fully adapted and producing top calves. 

The entire herd achieved a 91% conception for 2017 including 

first calvers. Our heifer herd bulled to the AI combination with 

Excelsus Tom Lot 22 achieved 53 out of 55 heifers. 

 

My cow bloodlines are slowly manifesting themselves! All our 

stud animals have names so as to build recognizable female 

bloodlines. One of the cows that has jumped into our “Bullen 

Moeder” herd is DAJ06112 Goodwoods Xarifa bred by Justin 

Stirk. Xarifa has bred three outstanding bulls for us. Look on 

page 4 for her sons which include Lot 30 EXL1467 Excelsus 

Wabai bred from JL11589 Wit Blits. We used Wabai in our herds 

with his maternal half brother DAJ0978. Look out for her next two 

sons Excelsus Maxi that we will use as a cover bull after our win-

ter heifer AI and Excelsus Pat that will be weaned this month. 
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The Excelsus Dream Team!! 

Front Row Forwards 

HCO1180 Hencoe Zinkplaats 

A seriously good hard bull who an-

chored our 2017 calf crop, winning 

breeder of the summer crop! Early ma-

turing with plenty of muscle make this 

our Tight Head Prop 

LAR0755 

Our AI super sire, breeding length, 

breadth and muscling. Look out for 

Excelsus Kaiser, Kalari, Kaimat and 

Krieger in our next years sale and Stud 

bull strings.  

JFE1023 Jarico 

Lawrence Allam lent us this top, top bull 

that has plenty of everything, showing 

tremendous muscling, character and mas-

culinity. He makes the team as our Loose 

Head Prop. 

Lock Forwards 

BBM08114 Bristow Molopo Phillip 

Our chief stud bull locking up our genetic scrum! Look out 

for Excelsus Pablo, Papa, Pinto and Pedler that made Phillip 

“Bull of the Yard” in the winter 2016 program. 

JL11589 Wit Blits 

A son of the record selling SB0791, Wit Blits has been our 

best bull for a good while now, breeding five top sale bulls 

for this years sale. Look out for Excelsus Whiskey and Wabai 

at the Riemland Bull Sale. 
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August 2014 

The Excelsus Dream Team!! 

Excelsus Loose Trio! 

DKN1276 

On the flank we have DKN1276 

Dewaal. We used this bull mostly on 

heifers and have an outstanding calf 

crop from him in the 2016 summer 

season. 

NFS12141 

Our Eighth man is Sernick NFS12141 

that has a large group of really 

growthy calves in the 2016 season. 

Sernick is now at Phillip Van Der 

Walt’s Matlabas  boerdery. 

PLB1079 Mooi Rivier 

Our fetcher flank is Mooi Rivier hailing 

from the Kalahari and an excellent 

LAR06224 son. Look out for Excelsus 

Maxi, Magna and Miller in the next sea-

sons. 

Half Backs 

DAJ0978 Goodwood. 

Our scrum half is a new addition to the Excelsus team having 

worked in the Kalahari opening heifers for Pilansberg. An-

other top son from our DAJ06112 Cow Xarifa and half 

brother to Lot 30 Excelsus Wabai  

GJG1416 Prince Gossyn 

Prince Gossyn is the newest member of our team and a polled 

specialist! What a bull to head up our polled program and 

stands rightly as our flyhalf or pivot directing the next genera-

tions of polled Excelsus calves. 
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August 2014 

EXL1467 Excelsus Wabai 

Our left wing is Excelsus Wabai who 

is the second son bred from Good-

wood's Xarifa. Wabai has balance, 

poise mixed with just a little bit of 

grunt needed on the wings! Wabai is 

Lot 30  on the Riemland Bull Sale 

EXL1044 Excelsus Tai 

Our full back is an old experienced 

campaigner Excelsus Tai bred from 

our super cow Waterpaslaagte Shania 

and Rutland Tiaan, Tai makes up a 

father and son team with Excelsus 

Tom playing on the Right wing. 

EXL1385 Excelsus Tom 

Our right wing is Excelsus Tom that 

we have used as a specialist easy cal-

ver bull and his first calves look fan-

tastic. An Excelsus Tai son from the 

Rutland Kit bred cow Pandora, Tom 

sells on the Riemland Bull sale! 

Excelsus Centre Pairing 

Excelsus Back Three 

EXL1422 Excelsus Whiskey 

Our inside center in Excelsus Whiskey, son of our super sire 

Jay-El Wit Blits and bred from our Excelsus Geel bloodline. 

We used this bull in our commercial herds and I managed to 

slip in two or three stud cows for him. Lot 33 at the Riem-

land Sale 2017 

GJN14235 Germar 

Our outside centre is Germar and is one of the most exciting 

young bulls at Excelsus! We used him hard this summer and 

for such a young bull he handled the work load superbly. 

Watch this bull break into the forwards next year. 
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Lot 22 Excelsus TomLot 22 Excelsus TomLot 22 Excelsus Tom   

A beautiful bull that has all the bells and whistles with a tre-

mendous hind quarter, top hair quality, cherry red colour, 

depth, breadth and capacity. Tom has been our easy heifer 

calving specialist begetting 14 beautiful calves so far with us 

having to lightly assist only one of them. His sire Excelsus Tai 

did the same for us and both these bulls fit the Excelsus criteria 

of looking like a top herd sire as well as producing easy calves. 

Tom is bred from the Excelsus Pandora bloodline that stems 

from a cow we got from Kit Thompson's Rutland Bonsmara 

herds,  

Lot 27 EXL1433 Excelsus WolfLot 27 EXL1433 Excelsus WolfLot 27 EXL1433 Excelsus Wolf   

Excelsus Wolf is the first of our Super Sire Jay-El Wit Blits 

sons on this years sale. Wolf is a very classy, smooth, well bal-

anced young stud bred out of our Waterpaslaagte Shania blood-

line, Shania also bred Excelsus Tai that features in our Excel-

sus dream team.  

 

Wolf is one of the last calves from this fabulous old cow and 

this shows in his weaning weight which is also incidentally a 

winter weaning weight. Take note and don’t miss this top 

young blue blood. 

Lot 24 EXL1515 Excelsus PaulusLot 24 EXL1515 Excelsus PaulusLot 24 EXL1515 Excelsus Paulus   

   

Excelsus Paulus is the youngest bull in our sale lot and is the 

first son of our chief herd sire BBM08114 Phillip combining 

with our Excelsus Asics dam line. Paulus is a grandson of 

EXL0439 Excelsus Boot. Here we have the first of our growth 

program genetics designed to increase the size at weaning for 

the Bonsmara. Paulus has plenty of growth and size for those 

trying to increase the weight of their calves. 

BW 0.53 Wean 11.4 Milk 4.8 12Mth 15.7  

BW 0.83 Wean 17.9 Milk 2.2 12Mth 27.9  

BW 0.68 Wean +5 Milk 5.8 12Mth 17.6 Quality
 

Quality
 

Quality
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Lot 30 EXL1467 Excelsus WabaiLot 30 EXL1467 Excelsus WabaiLot 30 EXL1467 Excelsus Wabai   

   

Wabai made it into our Excelsus dream team and is a bull that 

we will watch carefully in the future. This is another Jay-El 

Wit Blits son from Goodwoods Xarifa DAJ06112 that breeds 

like a dream for the Excelsus Stud. We used Wabai in our com-

mercial herds with Excelsus Whiskey and cannot wait to see 

these calves. Hennie Snyman rated this bull 8/9 and recom-

mends him as a stud bull! This as far as I know is the first time 

Hennie has said that about one of our bulls! 

Lot 37 EXL1442 Excelsus SersantLot 37 EXL1442 Excelsus SersantLot 37 EXL1442 Excelsus Sersant   

   

An exciting new bloodline for Excelsus with the arrival of the 

Pilansberg herd bringing a few of the Malca females with 

them. Sersant is from the beautiful Malca Acorn cow that has 

bred EXL15106 Excelsus Acorn and Excelsus Pistol from 

BBM08114. 

 Sersant is bred from LAR10416 and was bred at Pilansberg. 

Sersant is deep, well muscled with a classy shoulder, neck, 

head and fore-quarter. 

Lot 33 EXL1422 Excelsus WhiskeyLot 33 EXL1422 Excelsus WhiskeyLot 33 EXL1422 Excelsus Whiskey   

   

Excelsus Whiskey is another outstanding Jay-El Wit Blits son 

having been bred from our Excelsus Geel bloodline. Geel has 

EXL98189 Excelsus Bisto and FCT0282 Rutland Kit in her 

pedigree and stands now with a beautiful Sernick heifer calf 

and is back in calf to BBM08114 Phillip. Whiskey must be one 

of the best bulls that Excelsus has bred, showing top class in 

every capacity. He is hard muscled, deep, well balanced and a 

pleasure to behold.. 

 

BW 2.2 Wean +13.8 Milk +1.2 12Mth 75+21.8  

Waiting for Blups 

BW +1.33 Wean +17.8 Milk +1.5 12Mth +32.2  

Quality
 

Quality
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Lot 34 EXL1493 Excelsus WahooLot 34 EXL1493 Excelsus WahooLot 34 EXL1493 Excelsus Wahoo   

   

Wahoo is yet another Jay-El Wit Blits son bred from our Ex-

celsus EXL0412 Excelsus Ciro bloodline. Ciro hails from se-

men that we got from Bennie Miles in East Griqualand and has 

Norton Thompson breeding. Ciro’s, next calf is EXL15110 

Excelsus Krieger bred from LAR0755 and will feature in our 

sale string next year. 

Wahoo is a neat broad young bull showing that famous Wit 

Blits hair quality. 

Lot 46 EXL1484 Excelsus TimberLot 46 EXL1484 Excelsus TimberLot 46 EXL1484 Excelsus Timber   

   

Timber is bred out of Piet Du Toit’s favourite bull LAR09281 

and from which we have semen. Timber is typically LAR with 

plenty of beef, depth and top hair quality.  

Timber is bred from PHR10306 Umpukane Heidie and has 

bred EXL1676 Excelsus Plano and is in calf to Pilansberg 

Mooi Rivier this year. 

 

Lot 38 EXL14132 Excelsus FransmanLot 38 EXL14132 Excelsus FransmanLot 38 EXL14132 Excelsus Fransman   

   

Excelsus Fransman is an old VV08183 Op Die Aarde Fransie 

son from a PHR1075 Umpukane Dove female bloodline.  

 

Fransie was purchased as a proven herd sire and because of his 

outstanding growth and blup ebvs. He passed this on to Excel-

sus Fransman who has a +25 wean direc with a 123 wean in-

dex.  

Beef is the name of the game and the Fransman has it all! 

 

BW +1.08 Wean +11.5 Milk +5.7 12Mth +18.8 

BW +2.74 Wean +25.6 Milk +12.2 12Mth +44.6 

BW +2.55 Wean +17.1 Milk +5.2 12Mth +27.3 

Quality
 

Quality
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 Great Bulls have great dam lines!Great Bulls have great dam lines!Great Bulls have great dam lines!   
   

This is Excelsus Kaiser bred from HP07125 Leonliza Eco and sired by LAR0755.This is Excelsus Kaiser bred from HP07125 Leonliza Eco and sired by LAR0755.This is Excelsus Kaiser bred from HP07125 Leonliza Eco and sired by LAR0755.   
   

Some Notes!Some Notes!Some Notes!   
   

The Excelsus way has always been to attempt to breed hardy veldt adapted bulls. The majority of our bulls wind The Excelsus way has always been to attempt to breed hardy veldt adapted bulls. The majority of our bulls wind The Excelsus way has always been to attempt to breed hardy veldt adapted bulls. The majority of our bulls wind 

up in vast commercial herds. We raise them a bit tough, doing more a backup in vast commercial herds. We raise them a bit tough, doing more a backup in vast commercial herds. We raise them a bit tough, doing more a back---grounding than a Phase D or C. the grounding than a Phase D or C. the grounding than a Phase D or C. the 

bulls are all kept in one large “Dirt Tracker” herd and then finished off slowly to reach a polished end product bulls are all kept in one large “Dirt Tracker” herd and then finished off slowly to reach a polished end product bulls are all kept in one large “Dirt Tracker” herd and then finished off slowly to reach a polished end product 

that knows his way around a large group of cattle. Our bulls are usually a bit smaller than those of other more that knows his way around a large group of cattle. Our bulls are usually a bit smaller than those of other more that knows his way around a large group of cattle. Our bulls are usually a bit smaller than those of other more 

conventional stud breeders, but catch up pretty quickly in the following year.conventional stud breeders, but catch up pretty quickly in the following year.conventional stud breeders, but catch up pretty quickly in the following year.   
   

Please join us on 15th of June 2017 for our annual bull sale held in conjunction with the Heilbron Breeders Please join us on 15th of June 2017 for our annual bull sale held in conjunction with the Heilbron Breeders Please join us on 15th of June 2017 for our annual bull sale held in conjunction with the Heilbron Breeders 

Group.Group.Group.   

The Catalogue, News Letters, More photos and information will be on our Web Site The Catalogue, News Letters, More photos and information will be on our Web Site The Catalogue, News Letters, More photos and information will be on our Web Site 

www.excelsuslandgoed.co.zawww.excelsuslandgoed.co.zawww.excelsuslandgoed.co.za   

   ContactContactContact   

Hennie De Lange +27 82 455 1630 or hennie@unigrain.co.zaHennie De Lange +27 82 455 1630 or hennie@unigrain.co.zaHennie De Lange +27 82 455 1630 or hennie@unigrain.co.za   

Graeme Currin +27 82 893 8147 excelsusmc@mweb.co.zaGraeme Currin +27 82 893 8147 excelsusmc@mweb.co.zaGraeme Currin +27 82 893 8147 excelsusmc@mweb.co.za   
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